MY 2018/2019 NEW YEAR SOTA EXPEDITION
Being able to score double points by activating on the last hour of 2018 and then commencing a new
activation after 00:00 UTC on 1 January 2019 was too powerful an attraction to resist. I studied the maps
and checked travel times. Activating 8 and 10 pointers was a requirement and including at least one new
summit was another. Because I would be accompanied by my very tolerant wife I decided to go for drive
ups or at least nothing with more than a 20 minute walk.
Plan A
Monday 31st Dec 2018
Travel to Mt Buller VK3/VE-008 via Mansfield and park in the Summit car park, have lunch, climb to
activation zone, set up, operate, pull down, return to car. All done 10 points earned by 3:00 PM. Coffees at
the car, depart for Mansfield and Motel, check in at Motel, and head out for dinner at pub.
As we approached the mountain I observed that the clouds over Mt Timbertop and Mt Buller were being
stirred by strong winds and rain and hail were possible. Nothing ventured, nothing gained, I pressed on
aware that the weather could change quickly.
As we reached the end of the Mt Buller Village road I was confronted with a closure of the Summit Road
and found no legal parking place available. I’m very familiar with the mountain and knew I could bypass
the summit road by using the road to the top of the Horse hill lift and then use the management vehicle
track to the top of Baldy and then to the summit car park. This could result in a please explain. The works
could be taking place on Baldy so maybe I would be blocked there.

It was at this point it started to rain. So back to the village centre, just in time for the thunder and lightning
to start up overhead. I decided to have lunch and reassess. The rain got heavier and the thunderstorm
hung around. I decided not to walk to the summit in the rain or to tempt fate by sticking an aerial into the
sky on an exposed ridge. Back to Mansfield, top up the fuel tank and on to the Motel where I reconfigured
my plan. We enjoyed our meal at the pub.
Tuesday 1 Jan 2019.
The plan remained as per plan A for NYD.
7:00 AM departure for Mt Matlock VK3/VC-001 with a planned 9:45 AM arrival at Mt Matlock
The route was to Jamieson, half an hour, then down the Jamieson Woods Point Road through the historic
gold towns. The unsealed road winds its way along the Goulburn River Valley and is easily navigable by 2
WD but there are corrugations and pot holes that test the suspension. Apart from the rich history
associated with gold mining in this valley it is an attractive bush drive. After passing Woods Point and
Matlock I turned right toward Warburton. A few km along the Corn Hill Road sign post appeared and I
turned right into this. It led to the summit of Mt Matlock and is fairly easy going for a 4WD although it
might be a bit more challenging when the clay is wet. It has of reasonable standard because the fire
spotters need to travel up and back each day. On the summit there is a large comms tower with several
large solid solar panels and many more on the tower itself. A diesel generator was running when I arrived
but seemed lightly loaded. The tower and other hardware is enclosed in a sturdy compound fence as
seems the norm these days.

The impressive Mount Matlock comms
tower. Note the wall to wall blue sky.
The solar panels are built to withstand
both a cyclone and idiots with a cable
and a 4wd who might try to pull one
over. Regrettably they are amongst us.
Yes that’s my coffee cup on the bonnet
of my Fortuna. Next time I might take
a beam for 2 m as the take-off is
excellent.

The trig point on Mount Matlock. I set up to the SE on the left on the grassy area. There are some useful
trees for antenna support. The view is limited by the trees but Mt Selma, Mt Baw Baw, Mt Skene, Mt Buller,
Mt Torbreck should all be easily distinguishable if you can find a break in the trees. S2S on VHF would be a
doddle.

The day was clear and sunny with barely a breath of wind, a wonderful day to be on this peak. The forst
around the peak obscured most of the view but from the tower top it would have been fabulous. The
summit has a flat area of a couple of hundred metres in diameter with the road dropping off either side to
slightly sloped areas where activations could be done.
My set up was SE of the trig point, 100 m or so from the comms compound and aligned the wire dipole to
point to the tower in the hope of minimising and rf noise from there. Phone coverage was good.
I started by cruising 20 m SSB and soon had logged ZL1SKL, VK6NU/P (on 15 m) VK4/VA3OZI and VK2GPL/4
all on SOTA peaks. Another 7 stations were soon added before I decided 80 m CW might be a good move.
Two contacts there, then on to SSB on 40 m for two quickies before rollover.
After Roll-Over I stayed on 40 m and quickly had 5 S2S in the log. Down to 80 m SSB and another 3 contacts
were done. Up to 20 m and soon another 16 contacts were in the book. Propagation was good, a welcome
change.
15 minutes before lunch. 7090 kHz was vacant. Golly, not for long. Another 12 contacts on SSB
12:00 noon. Lunchtime after a very enjoyable double activation.
On the way down I came to a y intersection and not remembering which was the road I came in on, I
deferred to the GPS. As usual it got it wrong. The road was a bit rougher and of course not the one I came

up on. However it dropped down onto the Warburton Road at a point where there was a sign pointing to
the “Radio Tower”.
I drove back to Matlock and continued on towards Walhalla with the intention of going cross country to the
Licola Jamieson Road. This I had determined was the fastest way to Mt Skene. About 25 km along there
was a clear sign pointing to Mt Selma. Yes I wanted the Mt Selma Road but the maps and especially my
GPS did not suggest such a clear entry.
The road was actually better than the Woods Point Road in many respects but still typical of an Australian
alpine road. I had intended to drive past Mt Selma VK3VT-013 and Connors Plain to Mt Skene, they were 8
pointers I could pick up on another trip. But the storm clouds were once again gathering. Deciding to go to
plan C (just invented on the spot) I rationalised that 8 points for sure was better than 0 points on a 10
pointer due to rain and thunderstorms. After about 15 km there is a small signpost to Mt Selma on the
right. The track splits near the summit. I chose the left branch, parked in the shade and set up across the
other side of the track a few metres vertically below the summit. There is quite a bit of room but as Glen
VK3YY once remarked it is not a very inspiring peak, having a fairly flat top and no views. It also had no
mobile phone coverage.
This was to be a hit and run because of the weather so I put up my SOTABEAMS link dipole set to 40 m. As
it happened I had the IC7100 set on 15 m and I found a big signal from Marija VK5FMAZ. ! made the
contact with Paul VK5PAS in the background confirming my summit reference as VK3VT-013 and put up a
spot for me. Thanks Paul. I worked Paul and 6 other stations before QSYing to 7085 kHz for another 6
contacts including 3 S2S. By now the wx was looking a bit dicey and as the summit was well and truly
qualified it was pole down and pack up.

The fairly non-descript summit of Mt Selma. Plenty of room to set up a station.

The storm appears to be imminent. It’s getting dark. Time to go.

I back tracked the 500 m or so to the Mt Selma Road and continued to the intersection with South Road.
To the right on South Road is another 8 pointer, Mt Useful and to the left South Road continued to the
Licola Jamieson Road. I turned left. I saw no signage for Connors Plain but that wasn’t my mission this
time.

The Licola to Jamieson Road
is also a long paddock for
graziers. These young cattle
were in no hurry to move
and I wasn’t going to try to
hurry them up.

Arriving at Mt Skene the weather was still holding off but a quick check with management confirmed Plan
C, head to Mansfield and dinner and come back to Mt Skene tomorrow. Ninety minutes later we were
filling up the tank at the big service station on the outskirts of Mansfield. Then to the motel, splash a bit of

water around and a walk to the pub. I needed some exercise after over 6 hours of driving. OK it was less
than 400 m but it all counts.
Tuesday 2 February 2019 we checked out of the Motel and headed south for Mt Skene. I had to get at least
one 10 pointer and as Mt Buller was not on the radar this was it.
Ninety minutes later I was setting up on Mt Skene VK3/VC-031 and expecting a similar activation to Mt
Selma for Mt Skene. But 40 m was dead, save one net of not very strong stations. I spotted and called.
Zip. I disconnected the antenna and did not get a significant drop in noise. Antenna fault or very quiet
location? Wiggling coaxes did not do anything. The SWR looked OK. I opted for going back to the car and
getting my second antenna. This did indeed initially show increased noise. Memo to myself. Check all
coaxes again when home.
After faffing about calling CQ SOTA on 7090 kHz Tony VK3CAT dropped his call in CW on the frequency. I
took the hint and went to get the key. Then I tried to get a spot out and found the phone coverage was
now unreliable. I went to the usual 7032 kHz CW frequency and started calling.

Setting up using some handy posts on Mt Skene.
Eventually I got a call from Steve VK7CW who spotted me. Thanks Steve. Two more contacts with regulars
Allen VK3ARH and John VK2YW followed. Signals were well down on the previous day but 40 m was

useable. Then a rural VK3 Club Station came on frequency calling CQ. I thought OK I’ll work them and get
out of there. But they did not respond to my calls and continued calling CQ. I presume I was in their local
noise, but they were S 9 on my meter and I was running 50 W. They paused so I called CQ SOTA and Gerard
VK2IO responded only to be lost under the CQing again.
I sent “2 dn” in the hope Gerard might copy that and went to 7.030. I could not get a spot out. After some
minutes a call from VK2IO and we were soon done with 4 contacts. Thanks Gerard, mission accomplished.
I was now running behind my schedule so it was a quick pull down, lunch and then to Mansfield and home
to Melbourne.
A successful expedition even if it was 12 points less than plan A. This was partly offset by activating two
new summits instead of one.
Mt Buller, Mt useful and Connors Plain all remain there for another time.
Thanks to all activators and chasers with a special mention to Gerard VK2IO who saved my last activation.

Alpine daisies were in
bloom on Mt Skene.

Native Mint bushes were also in full bloom attracting squadrons of insects of many kinds, some looking like
giant weevils, others fat little bright green Christmas Beetles.

